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Introduction: Relaxin-3(RLN3) is a neuropeptide expressed mainly in the nucleus incertus (NI) of the brainstem. The cognate 
receptor for relaxin-3is metabotropic receptor – RXFP3(relaxin family peptide receptor 3) present in central nervous system 
with expression spreading throughout various brain regions including: cortex, hippocampus, amygdala and hypothalamus. 
Conserved expression pattern and structure of both RLN3and RXFP3imply their physiological importance. Indeed, excessive 
research to date has shown modulatory role of RLN3/RXFP3signalling in arousal and motivation, spatial memory and cognition, 
food intake or emotional processing. Central injections of RLN3and activation of its cognate receptor (RXFP3) in hypothalamus 
stimulate food intake in rats. The paraventricular nucleus of hypothalamus (PVN), an important brain homeostatic centre is 
considered the main site of RLN3/RXFP3orexigenic action. Notably, relaxin-3produces stronger orexigenic effects in female 
than male rats, but the neural mechanisms underlying this difference are unknown. Our previous studies have shown that 
selective RXFP3agonist (RXFP3-A2) is a potent inhibitor of PVN neurons in vitro. In the current study we aimed to identify 
ionic mechanism underlying RXFP3-induced inhibition, as well as potential sexual differences in RLN3action and anatomy in 
rat brain.

Methods: Whole-cell patch clamp recordings in current- and voltage-clamp mode were performed on hypothalamic slices from 
male and female Sprague Dawley rats (6-8weeks old) to assess the effect of RXFP3activation on electrophysiology and synaptic 
transmission in PVN magnocellular neurons. Immunohistochemical analysis of RLN-3-positive fibres density in PVN and its 
vicinity (male and female Sprague Dawley rats, 4months old) together with tract tracing studies (male and female Sprague 
Dawley rats, 3months old) were used to characterise the anatomy of RLN3input to the PVN.

Results: RXFP3-A2and RLN3application increased outward whole cell current in majority (87and 94% respectively) of 
tested PVN magnocellular neurons, with no differences between sexes. RXFP3-induced current was attenuated by: rising 
extracellular [K+] (by 94%), presence of cadmium (CdCl2, by 60%) and XE991(10µM by 43% and 50µM by 104%), indicating 
the involvement of M-like potassium current. Tract tracing studies revealed sparse retrogradely labelled RLN3-positive within 
NI when the injections sites were restricted to the PVN. When injections extended beyond the PVN boundary the number of 
retrogradely filled RLN3-positive neurons in NI was considerably higher. In line with this observation was the relative abundance 
of RLN3-positive fibres in the proximity of the PVN revealed by immunohistochemical staining. Notably, the density of RLN3-
positive fibres was higher in females than in males.

Conclusions: Our data implicate that an inhibitory influence of relaxin-3/RXFP3signalling on magnocellular PVN neurons 
is associated with feeding control in both sexes. For the first time, we show the ionic mechanism of RXFP3inhibitory action, 
that involves M-like potassium current activation in PVN neurons. Abundance of RXFP3receptors and RLN-3positive fibres 
originating from NI in PVN proximity point to possible extrasynaptic action of RLN3in the PVN.
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